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Dear ASA Members,

Drought, flooding, massive storms, frigid temperatures. 
Welcome to 2020!

But I mean it. We now know that we need to figure out a way 
to conserve our resources, yet be prepared to build stronger, 
safer, better… and that’s a good thing. That’s what this edition 
of The Contractor’s Compass is focused on. A New Year… let’s 
think how to make it better. Read on to learn about sustainable 
construction practices that promise better uses of our energy, 
water, and other resources.

I’m also getting excited about SUBExcel – the speakers, 
workshops and networking opportunities are first rate. 
Martha-Ann Marley will present her economic forecast and 
explain how to prepare for what may come. Chris Singleton, 
of the Chicago Cubs, will talk about uniting our cities and 
overcoming unthinkable adversity. Check out the current 
line-up of speakers in this issue - with more to come. Book your 
rooms, reserve your spot. Don’t miss your chance to exhibit 
either. This is the chance to show others new developments, 
products, services. And Las Vegas is the place to be March 4-7. 
I look forward to seeing and connecting with you there.

As we reflect back on the “20-teens,” I look at how we’ve 
grown—stronger as an association, better as people, and more 
active in affecting policies. And looking forward into the 2020s, 
let’s keep at it. There’s still a long road ahead of us, and the 
future is always changing. ASA will be there with you, for you, 
as you. Be the change you want for 2020. Don’t forget to check 
out the Contractor Community section, where we outline our 
legislative priorities for 2020.

I’m so proud to be president of this great association. You 
members inspire me. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Anthony Brooks
2019-2020 ASA President

PR E S I D E N T ’S  LE T T E R
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C O N T R AC TO R  C O M M U N I T Y

Contractor Rating Website 
for Subcontractors —  
à la Glassdoor, Yelp

According to management consultant 
PwC, it takes an average of 83 days 
for payment to reach contractors 
after invoicing. Levelset, a firm that 
provides services to help manage and 
expedite payment through cloud-based 
software, has introduced a new platform 
designed to do what Glassdoor does for 
employers or Yelp does for restaurants. 
General contractors and owners are 
rated on two separate criteria: 1) whether 
they are slow, medium or fast payers, 
and 2) overall experience in working 
with a particular company, and providing 
advice to others. Read full ENR article.

Department of Labor 
Updates: New Salary Threshold 
and Bonus Opportunities Under 
the Fluctuating Workweek

In 2019, companies were fined in 
excess of $333,000,000, which far 
surpasses any other previous year. This 
trend will continue and, in fact, SESCO 
expects more and more employers to be 
investigated for FLSA compliance.

A common misconception is that 
Wage and Hour disputes fall under 
the umbrella of Employment Practices 
Liability Insurance (EPLI). Although 
some Wage and Hour coverage may 
be found under EPLI, it is very unlikely 
and also depends how much you may 
be paying for coverage and the carrier’s 
willingness to offer the coverage. As 
such, your organization should be 
very proactive in conducting labor 
and employment law audits to include 
compliance to the Fair Labor Standards 
Act so as to avoid significant violations 
due to noncompliance.

Although not an all-inclusive list, the 
most common Wage and Hour violations 
that we find in FLSA cases and in our 
auditing practice include:

• Working off the clock or improper
deductions – Pre-work, break
times (less than 30 minutes), being

interrupted while on lunch or working 
before or after clocking in or out are 
common violations.

• Paying nonexempt positions on an
exempt salaried basis – A prime
violation is paying managers and
administrative staff on an exempt
guaranteed salary basis when, in
fact, these positions are typically
nonexempt and thus due overtime for
hours worked in excess of 40 hours
per week (federal).

• Not paying overtime on bonuses
and incentives – Employers
must compute overtime on
nondiscretionary bonus and incentive
payments such as commissions
for sales, attendance and safety
bonuses, incentive payments for a job
well done, etc.

Click here to read the full article
from ASA and SESCO Management 
Consultants.

OSHA Raises Civil Penalties 
for 2020

On January 15, 2020, the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) announced a final rule to raise 
civil penalties for workplace violations 
by 1.8 percent. The final rule implements 
annual annual inflation adjustments of 
civil monetary penalties assessed or 
enforced by OSHA and other agencies 
within the Department of Labor in 2020. 

OSHA’s penalty increases for 
workplace safety and health violations 
include:

• For a willful violation, in which
an employer knowingly failed to
comply with an OSHA standard or
demonstrated a plain indifference
for employee safety, the minimum
penalty increases from $9,472 to
$9,639 and the maximum penalty
increases from $132,598 to $134,937;

• For each repeated violation for an
identical or substantially similar
violation previously cited by the
agency, the penalty ceiling rises from
$132,598 to $134,937;

• For each serious violation for
workplace hazards that could cause
an accident or illness that would
most likely result in death or serious
physical harm, the maximum penalty
increases from $13,260 to $13,494;

• For each other-than-serious violation,
the maximum penalty increases from
$13,260 to $13,494;

• For each failure to correct violation,
the maximum penalty increases from
$13,260 to $13,494; and

• For each posting requirement
violation, the maximum penalty
increases from $13,260 to $13,494.

The new penalty amounts take effect
immediately, applying to any penalties 
assessed after January 15, 2020.  

ASA 2020 Legislative 
Priorities 

Construction Procurement 
Improvement Act: On Thursday, 
December 19, 2019, the Senate passed 
S. 1434, the Construction Consensus
Procurement Improvement Act, by a
unanimous (100-0) vote. This bipartisan
legislation was offered by Sens. Portman
(R-OH) and Hirono (D-HI) to prohibit the
use of reverse auctions to ensure federal
construction projects are done in the
most cost-effective manner. As noted
above, the House recently introduced
their version of this important legislation.

In the reverse auction process a 
government agency usually advertises 
its service needs to attract bidders. 
The bidders may place multiple and 
consecutive low-priced bids, on a rapid 
basis, through the use of a digital portal 
such as FedBid, the portal of choice for 
almost all government reverse auctions. 
This process continues with all bidders 
until the one with the lowest bid price 
is declared the winner of the contract 
award, intentionally, driving down prices 
to the lowest possible amount. Reverse 
auction methods are most commonly 
used for procuring well-defined 
materials and commodities. 

https://www.levelset.com/contractors/
https://www.enr.com/articles/48520-new-platform-calculates-contractor-owner-pay-practice-ratings
https://kgzgraphics.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e15ee9d77a6065ed02fc648e6&id=209f2db504&e=20462e57b7
https://kgzgraphics.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e15ee9d77a6065ed02fc648e6&id=209f2db504&e=20462e57b7
https://kgzgraphics.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e15ee9d77a6065ed02fc648e6&id=209f2db504&e=20462e57b7
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-01-15/html/2020-00486.htm
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However, ASA has consistently 
maintained the position that reverse 
auction methods are not suited for 
skilled services that contain a high 
degree of variability such as construction 
and design services. As the amount 
of involved entities in a bid increases, 
the degree of variability does as well. 
Additionally, the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) found that 
the reverse auction methodology did not 
work for construction contracts due to 
a high degree of variability. USACE also 
discovered that the methodology did not 
deliver the promised savings. S, 1434 
now awaits consideration in the House 
Oversight and Reform Committee. 

Small Business Payment for 
Performance Act: H.R. 2344, also 
referred to as the Small Business 
Payment for Performance Act, is 
sponsored by Rep. Stauber (R-MN) and 
Veasey (D-TX) to compel agencies to 
be accountable for changed work they 
order by funding their own construction 
projects in a timely manner, instead 

of diverting that financial burden to 
the small contractors. Mitigating the 
risks imposed on small construction 
contractors will encourage small 
business participation in the federal 
construction marketplace, driving 
competition and decreasing prices for 
the federal government.   

More specifically, on the Equitable 
Adjustments to Construction Contracts 
Section, this language models legislation 
introduced by Rep. Fitzpatrick (R-PA) in 
the 115th Congress, which would do the 
following: 

• Require agencies to report during
the solicitation process when it is
the agency’s policy or procedure to
bundle change orders for approval
and payment at the end of the
job, long after the contractor has
completed the work.

• Require an agency to pay for 50
percent of the actual (incurred or
committed) cost to perform change
order work.

Rep. Stauber attempted to attach the 
language of H.R. 2344 as an amendment 
to the FY20 NDAA, but the amendment 
was ultimately not accepted. H.R. 2344 
is awaiting consideration in the House 
Small Business Committee. 

Stop Unfair Bid Shopping 
(SUBS Act): On November 21, 2019, Rep. 
Peters (D-CA) introduced H.R. 5247, the 
SUBS Act to require general contractors 
on federal construction contracts 
valued at $1.5 million or more to list the 
subcontractors proposed to perform 
work valued at more than $100,000 as 
part of their bid. This legislation would 
ensure that companies honor their 
contract with the federal government by 
adding a means to eliminate the practice 
of bid shopping while ensuring taxpayer 
dollars are not misused. H.R. 5247 is 
awaiting consideration in the House 
Oversight and Reform Committee.  

Presenter:  Ernest C Brown, Esq. 
Moderator:  Brian Perlberg, Esq.

Public-Private-Partnership (P3) contracts are 
often hampered by complicated agreements that 
unfairly shift risk to parties that cannot control 
or manage such risks. ConsensusDocs has just 
published a standard Owner/Concessionaire 
Agreement to design, build, finance, operate, and 
maintain (DBFOM).  

The ConsensusDocs 900 provides a short, 
comprehensive, and fair contract for P3 projects. 
The new ConsensusDocs Standard P3 Agreement 
will significantly lower the transactional costs 
for creating and negotiating a P3 project that is 
appropriate to use for any P3 project under $100 
million. This webinar helps you assess the risk 

involved for pursuing potential P3 projects and the 
key points to negotiate.

Learning Objectives
• Learn how to structure a P3 Agreement to 

design, build, operation, maintain (DBOM) a 
project

• Learn different approaches to take 
contractually for financial mechanism, 
including approaches to use availability 
payments and indexes for the cost of the 
capital

• Understand P3 contractual best practices, 
including how to use milestones and 
completion dates to structure your P3 project

• 
Click here to register for this informative 
webinar!

Keys for P3 Contracting Success
Wednesday, February 12, 2020
3:00 p.m. Eastern / 12 p.m. Pacific

A library of documents that 
cover all your contracting needs 
for the business of construction, 
and put together by people who 
are experts in their field.

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/3422766907332778755
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/3422766907332778755


Sustainable Construction – What’s All the Hype?
by Mary Klett, ASA Communications Team Member

F E AT U R E

In a nutshell, it’s about implementing 
ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle 
– thereby saving energy and natural
resources, and creating a space that
creates a more enjoyable work/living
environment.

Almost 90% of our daily lives are 
spent indoors. We live, learn and work in 
buildings, and the environments within 
and around our buildings have a strong 
influence on our productivity, health and 
overall well-being. Today, buildings are 
responsible for more than 40 percent of 
global energy usage, and as much as one 
third of greenhouse gas emissions¹. 

In addition, more than half of the global 
population lives in cities, and it is projected 
that during the next two decades, more 
than 1 million people will move to cities 
every week².  These fast-growing cities are 
facing higher congestion, waste and needs 
of basic services. 

So new construction techniques 
are taking shape: Green rooftops that 
compost waste from on-site cafeterias, 
incorporating salvaged materials into the 
project, hybrid energy system (renewable 
+ traditional), passive solar, eletrochromic
glass, self-healing concrete. Whether new
or refurbished, buildings are incorporating
sustainable operational and constructional
strategies.

The areas targeted with sustainable 
construction include:

Cost
The additional expense required to 

construct a sustaoffset by reduced 
operational costs, increased property 
value, healthier and more productive work 
space, high quality. 

In a study of LEED (Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design) 
certified buildings, there is on average an 
additional cost of up to 2% over traditional 
construction techniques, but the additional 
upfront cost is trending downwards. 
Additional investment typically yields life 
cycle savings of more than 10 times the 
initial investments.³

Tax Breaks
Tax breaks and other incentives 

available for green building vary from 
one state to another and within a state 
they can vary from one local to another. 
DSIRE (Database of State Incentives for 
Renewables and Efficiency) provides a 
database with up-to-date information by 
state. DSIRE is the most comprehensive 
source of information on Federal and 
State incentives and policies that support 
renewables and energy efficiency in the 
United States. Established in 1995, DSIRE 
is funded by the U.S. Department of 
Energy. https://www.dsireusa.org

Mary Klett is a communications and 
marketing professional, bringing more 
than 20 years of writing and research 
experience to share the best information 
on a given topic. Mary currently works 
with ASA in compiling and editing 
The Contractor’s Compass.

¹  https://ramboll.com/-/media/files/rgr/documents/markets/buildings/s/sustainable-buildings-market-study_2019_web.pdf?la=en 
²  https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Cities-and-Mobility
³  IBID
⁴  IBID

Added Value

⁴

RAINWATER HARVESTING 
(BANK OF AMERICA  
TOWER - NYC)

http://www.dsireusa.org/
http://www.dsireusa.org/
https://www.dsireusa.org/
https://ramboll.com/-/media/files/rgr/documents/markets/buildings/s/sustainable-buildings-market-study_2019_web.pdf?la=en
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Cities-and-Mobility
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TSUNAMI PROOF  
(VANKE CENTER, CHINA)

FISH HABITAT  
(VANCOUVER CONVENTION CENTER WEST, CANADA)
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ILLUSTRATION FOR ARTICLE TITLED “PARIS AS A GREEN AND 
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE CIT Y IS EVEN MORE BEAUTIFUL”



Sustainable construction is attracting 
more attention lately, but many don’t 
understand its full potential. Sustainable 
construction isn’t just about the creation 
of a building that has a low environmental 
impact; it is a new approach in the building 
sector that improves the way people live 
and build. 

As the benefits will become more 
apparent during the next years, the 
advantages of green construction fall into 
three main categories:

• environmental benefits,
• financial benefits, and
• social benefits.
This categorization depicts the multi-

aspect contribution of sustainable building 
and is one of the first solid steps of 
construction to focus on the full building 
life cycle, combining utility with insightful 
resource management.

Here are the 10 essential benefits of 
sustainable construction.

1. Cost reduction
Construction is a $10 trillion industry

but its financial struggles can’t be ignored. 
With its efficiency and rework rate up to 30 
percent, smart and functional alternatives 
are considered to be more than necessary. 
Sustainable construction can provide 
great help in that direction. Overall, a 
green building costs less than a normal 
building because fewer resources (e.g. 
water and energy) are required for the 
completion of the project. On top of that, 
sustainable buildings have great ROI, as 
well. Simply put, the value of the property 
is significantly increased with sustainable 
building.

2. Increased productivity
As reported by The Guardian,

environmentally friendly workspaces help 
employees perform better while reducing 
absenteeism. The better the environment, 
the easier it is to concentrate and work 
effectively toward the completion of tasks.

3. Improved health
Green buildings can be beneficial to

health. According to the Environmental 

Protection Agency, outdoor air is two to 
five times less polluted than indoor air. 
Building and furnishing materials, such as 
paints, cleaning products and carpets, can 
be dangerous for human health. The use 
of sustainable materials can help with the 
purification of the air.

4. Waste minimization
In Europe, the construction industry

is responsible for 34.7 percent of 
the continent’s total waste. Green 
buildings minimize waste with their 
lower environmental impact and use 
of renewable sources and materials. 
Products such as demolition debris, sand 
and burnt coal can be used with excellent 
environmental and aesthetic results.

5. Better use of materials
Sustainable buildings manage water in a

more effective and environmentally friendly 
manner. Sustainable buildings can be 
equipped with systems that recycle water, 
such as collecting rainwater for toilet 
cleaning. Sustainable buildings can collect 
and preserve natural energy, such as solar 
or wind energy, storing it and reusing it 
accordingly.

6. Environmental Protection
Recycled materials used during the

construction process are contributing 
significantly to the protection of the 
environment and to the reduction of waste. 
Moreover, sustainable construction takes 
into serious consideration a number of 
critical elements. The installation of well-
insulated windows, ceilings and walls can 
ensure that no energy is going to waste. 
Additionally, the use of solar heaters, 
insulated air-conditioning pipes and 
photovoltaic panels can make buildings 
more energy efficient and less harmful to 
the environment.

7. Noise avoidance
Noise can have a significant effect

on a person’s well-being. Sustainable 
construction put extra attention to noise 
avoidance in the following ways:

• distance augmentation between the
source of the noise and the subject;

• planting of more trees close to the
noise source in an effort to absorb it;
and

• creating noise barriers
(e.g., between a building and
a highway).

8. Better quality of life
Sustainable construction has a plethora

of benefits in every stage of a construction 
project. Improved health due to safer 
materials, increased productivity thanks 
to better surroundings and more effective 
noise protection are only a few of the 
advantages. Green buildings can improve 
life quality.

9. A new market is emerging
The advent of sustainable building has

helped the market evolve and unlock new 
possibilities.

10. Room for experimentation
Sustainable construction can be

an excellent opportunity for creative 
experimentation in the industry. New 
materials are being used and as a result, 
more innovative techniques are being 
developed and implemented, such as 
the ski slope on a new power plant in 
Copenhagen, which opened in October 
2019.

Sustainable construction is developing 
day by day and opportunities are opening 
up for the industry. Keeping an open mind 
and a well-functioning plan can result in 
further groundbreaking changes.

This article was originally printed in 2018, 
and is reprinted with permission from the 
author.

Anastasios Koutsogiannis is Content 
Marketing Manager at LetsBuild, the 
end-to-end digital 
platform for the 
construction 
phase. Contact 
Info: anastasios@
letsbuild.com
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Ten Benefits of Sustainable Construction
by Anastasios Koutsogiannis - Content Marketing Manager, LetsBuild  

F E AT U R E

https://geniebelt.com/blog/what-is-green-construction
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/jan/21/healthy-workplaces-produce-employees-who-work-smarter-and-longer
https://cfpub.epa.gov/roe/chapter/air/indoorair.cfm
https://cfpub.epa.gov/roe/chapter/air/indoorair.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=File:Waste_generation_by_economic_activities_and_households,_EU-28,_2014_(%25)_YB17.png
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/10/08/big-copenhill-power-plant-ski-slope-copenhagen/
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/10/08/big-copenhill-power-plant-ski-slope-copenhagen/
https://www.letsbuild.com/
mailto:anastasios@letsbuild.com
mailto:anastasios@letsbuild.com
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Recycling in Construction
by Courtney Little, President and General Counsel, ACE Glass Construction, 
ACE Glass Manufacturing, and ACE Glass Recycling

LE G A LLY  S PE A K I N G

As we move into 2020, sustainability 
and recycling are on the rise. There 
are five key actions in recycling today: 
refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose, and 
recycle. However, the construction 
industry has been slow to adopt all of 
these principles. 

Refuse
Since a project starts with design 

work, it’s a great place to refuse to 
include harmful products, including 
hazardous chemicals. There are 
sometimes state or local regulations 

in place which have helped level 
the playing field, as many architects 
specify safer and higher quality 
products today. Much of that is 
because there are more sustainable 
products available, and those products 
are more cost effective than ever. 
As a specialty contractor, I’ve found 
many opportunities to recommend 
new and better products as they 
become available. I also have early 
access to new and innovative glass-
related products to present to my local 
architects.

Reduce
At ACE Glass, we have found that 

planning and controlling a project’s 
waste from the beginning is usually 
the best way to improve a project. 
Proper design and contracts outlining 
the expectations for a project lead to 
improved efficiency and profitability 
for the stakeholders. In our case, it 
means planning what to recycle and 
how, so that we’re throwing less away.

We’re seeing more projects include 
sustainable practices as part of the 
design, contract, and operations. AIA 
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(American Institute of Architects) 
added Document E204 in 2017, which 
provides a general structure for 
including sustainable practices for a 
project. Generally, the exhibit states 
that the project should have the 
following:
1. an objective;
2. measurable waste reduction;
3. a plan developed by both the owner

and designer to verify the project’s
success, such as a certification by a
third party; and

4. documentation provided by
the project’s participants for
certification.

This is where we have been working
to be proactive and engaged in the 
process to prevent holes in our portion 
of the overall project scope. We also 
want to avoid underestimating the 
costs of waste reduction.

The Lean construction process 
focuses on reducing wasted labor and 
materials. ACE Glass has been training 
as a team and find that there can be 
significant profit and competitive 
advantages when we reduce wasted 
materials and labor. Local trade 
organizations are providing education 
on “lean construction,” which helps 
us by teaching common terms and 
practices, and thereby makes it easier 
to reduce waste on a project. 

Another growing trend that is 
improving construction is the greater 
use of prefabricated materials 
and assemblies. Many trades use 
prefabrication due to increasingly 
physically tight job sites and even 
tighter project schedules. We can also 
produce better quality products in a 
controlled environment using better 
equipment and tools. Unitized glass 
walls, bathroom plumbing assemblies, 
and even whole walls from studs to 
sheathing are more available than 
ever. They can be delivered and 
installed faster which benefits the end 
results and project schedule.

Reuse
In addition, some materials can even 

be reused on a project.  For example, 
you can quickly sharpen drill bits and 
saw blades and refurbish many tools. 
We typically buy the longest lasting, 
best performing tools and equipment 
we can afford and maintain them. We 
also avoid single use packaging and 
containers when possible.

Repurpose
Next, we attempt to repurpose. My 

father still sends his empty coffee cans 
and food jars to the shop to separate 
and store the numerous screws and 
anchors we use. I’m also always 
amazed at the ingenuity I see when 
I visit jobsites and other companies 
- such as scrap PVC pipe used for
tool holsters, and tool boxes, sheds
and clipboards from scrap aluminum
panels. We copy many of the great
ideas and functional items people
have created in our processes to make
processes easier and more efficient.

Recycle
Last, if all else fails, we recycle. This 

is one of the areas I think we used to 
struggle the most. Our best results 
come when we identify recyclable 
materials on a jobsite and collect them 
separately. When we commingled 
materials, they were harder to recycle. 
We’ve identified local markets for 
many materials like scrap aluminum, 
and are even creating a market for 
recycled glass in our community. 
There are other materials we cannot 
recycle. Some of them can be used for 
other purposes such as using scrap 
wood and some hazardous chemicals 
as fuel for industrial furnaces and 
kilns. 

Other materials we found easy to 
recycle are scrap paper used in our 
offices and cardboard used to ship 
materials. I was initially amazed at the 
volume of cardboard we used and how 
cost effective it was to have it recycled 

vs sent to the landfill. We’ve also 
begun to use recyclable coffee cups 
and utensils in our office kitchen and 
use a water filter and refillable bottles 
instead of bottled water for our team 
and guests.

Pitfalls
We’ve encountered a number 

of pitfalls when a plan is not well 
defined. Proper planning identifies 
the parties responsible for waste 
prevention and management. It also 
clearly describes the specific goal 
materials and amounts to be salvaged 
or recycled. We prefer to see defined 
actions and approaches be used to 
recycle and reuse waste. Luckily, 
through experience, we have identified 
local programs and facilities to use 
for recycling. Lastly, we estimate and 
track the costs or savings from the 
program so that we can improve over 
time and properly estimate the cost of 
future programs.

Payback
There have been improvements 

in the effort to reduce waste in the 
construction industry and our market. 
The payback we’ve seen for adopting 
sustainable practices are better 
quality, improved safety, and increased 
profits. As our community adopts 
sustainability, we’ve chosen the 
option to be proactive and define our 
practices so that others don’t define 
them for us.

Courtney Little is President 
and General Counsel for ACE 
Glass Construction, ACE Glass 
Manufacturing, and ACE Glass 
Recycling. and has offices in Central 
and Northwest, Arkansas. He 
previously practiced construction and 
real estate law. Courtney serves on a 
number of Committees and Boards 
including Immediate Past President 
of the American Subcontractors 
Association. Courtney can be reached 
at cl@aceglass.net.

https://www.leanconstruction.org/
mailto:cl@aceglass.net
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Ten Tips for How to Reduce Waste Disposal on Construction Sites
by Sela Chinn, eSUB Construction Software 

Sustainable building practices are crucial, and a waste management plan is not only 
beneficial for construction companies but the environment as well.

F E AT U R E

Why reduce waste disposal 
on construction sites? 

In the construction industry, tons of 
waste is produced on job sites. In the 
U.S alone an estimated 251 million tons
of solid waste is generated annually.
However, less than a third of that
amount is recycled or composted.
And, up to 40% of that waste is
from the construction industry and
its production of unused building
materials. Construction companies
are responsible for an enormous
amount of waste and proper waste
disposal on construction sites. Much
of this amount can be recycled or even
reused; however, sometimes, after a
long day of labor, sustainability, and
care for the environment are brushed

over. Sustainable building practices 
are growing in popularity, and a waste 
management plan is not only beneficial 
for construction companies but the 
environment as well. 

Benefits of reducing waste 
disposal
On behalf of the environment:
• less waste goes to the landfill
• less use of natural resources
• lower risk of pollutant incidents
• lower CO2 emissions from producing,

using, and transporting waste

On behalf of construction companies,
• cut costs by effectively using 

materials,
• leads to increased efficiency of 

workers
• more business opportunities because 

“green” building differentiates
your company from others, clients are 
more likely to favor a more 
sustainable approach.

1. Plan ahead
Project managers are responsible for

coming up with a building plan before 
starting. Thorough planning and proper 
organization mean fewer mistakes are 
made and fewer materials are wasted 
on job sites. Before building begins, 
a detailed plan must incorporate the 
following to reduce waste:
• Account for potential waste
• Provide jobsite with recycling,

compost, and waste bins

• Calculate the exact amount of
material, only order what is needed

• Identify recyclable materials
• Educate workers on sorting waste as

produced

2. Choose vendors wisely
If you are passionate about your

company and its sustainability goals, 
choosing a vendor will support your 
goals and intentions. You need to select 
a vendor that is best for your work 
preference, one that won’t slow you 
down and can handle the scope of your 
project. Your vendor must be flexible 
with your schedule because it does no 
good for your company if they can’t sort 
through your materials and empty your 
containers in a timely way. Take your 
time and do your research to find the 
vendor that will benefit your company 
and achieve your sustainability goals.

3. Deconstruction instead
of demolition

Deconstruction is an alternative for
demolition, and it is known for being 
a reuse strategy, according to the 
U.S Green Building Council (USBGC).
The process of deconstruction is
selectively disassembling a building,
piece by piece to preserve materials,
and eliminate waste. These salvaged
materials are reusable and transformable
into valuable resources that can be
sold to future construction projects.
Additionally, if you donate the recovered
materials, you can use it as a tax
write-off.

Article Highlights
• The benefits of reducing

waste disposal from
different perspectives

• Deconstruction vs.
Demolition—
What do these terms
really mean?

• Reduce, reuse, &
recycle— The 3 Rs for
making a difference in
waste management

https://new.usgbc.org/
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• Chop wood can be used as mulch if it
is not stained or painted.

• Direct subcontractors to collect and
save scrap at cutting and fabricating
locations

9. Get a contract with C&D   .
recycling and waste

The contractor can contract with 
the local recycling firm that deals with 
specific materials and a general waste 
firm. Alternatively, the contractor can 
contract with a general waste firm 
that provides a one-stop service and 
provides separate receptacles for 
recycling materials and waste. 

10. Organize construction site
An organized construction site is

crucial to reduce mistakes. Clearly 
label and separate the recyclables and 
waste containers to prevent confusion 
and increase productivity on job sites. 
Time equals money; the more efficient 
your team works, means the less money 
spent on separating materials and 
having to perform rework. 

Conclusion
The less you throw away and the 

more you reuse materials, the less 
money you spend on waste disposal 
on construction sites. Even if you 
donate materials instead of throwing 
them away, you can claim tax benefits 
on them. Reducing waste disposal on 
construction sites starts with a plan, 
and the implementation of new habits 
can motivate a more eco-friendly 
construction site. 

eSUB mobile and cloud project 
management and document control 
software seamlessly links the field 
and office. eSUB standardizes project 
management procedures so users can 
easily enter data, site events, labor 
activities, material costs, workforce 
information and more into a fully 
searchable database updated in real-
time. Find out more about eSUB here.

 Standard demolition uses 
deconstruction’s process of removing 
the high-valued, reusable materials. 
However, the main distinction between 
the two is that demolition has a lower 
chance of recovering reusable materials 
because the process is focused on 
the material disposal speed to be as 
efficient as possible. 

 Opting for deconstruction before 
demolition benefits more than just 
the environment – it helps aid public 
health care by reducing toxic airborne 
pollutants related to demolition.

4. Recycle what is
not reusable
Placing recycling bins on job sites

for workers to sort materials will help 
minimize the amount in your dumpster 
and ultimately reduce the waste your 
build creates. The following list of 
materials can go into a recycling bin. 
• asphalt
• brick
• concrete
• carpeting
• cardboard
• drywall
• gravel
• metal
• paper
• plastics
• roofing
• wood (untreated)

Items from building structures are
also recyclable like baths, countertops, 
and sinks.

5. Donate materials that
are in good condition
All debris from construction sites

goes straight to the landfill. Before 
tossing all of your construction remains 
into the dumpster, you should sort 
through and see if you can recycle or 
donate the materials. 
Donating to organizations:
• Donate appliances, doors, fixtures,

hardware to organizations.

• Look for charity projects that will take
your extra materials and items.

• Leverage the positive public relations
this may bring your firm.

6. Reduce packaging
Approximately 10-12% of a project’s

construction waste comes strictly from 
cardboard. Protecting new materials 
is necessary. However, the contractor 
can direct suppliers and other 
subcontractors to reduce nonessential 
packing and packaging.  

 How to reduce packaging:
• Purchase materials in bulk amount

and avoid individual packaging with
purchases in volume amount

• Use returnable containers and
packaging materials

• Reuse non-returnable containers as
much as possible. You can use tubs,
barrels, and buckets to hold materials

• Donate non-returnable containers - if
you aren’t using them - to community
organizations. For example,
community service groups, schools,
shelters, and youth groups can use
them.

7. Know local recycling
Look into your local construction

and demolition recycling services and 
know what materials they can take 
and in what forms. Consider recyclers 
that accept mixed debris because it 
means you don’t have to sift through 
it. Additionally, recyclers’ rates are 
usually lower than landfills, so the more 
you recycle, the less construction site 
disposal costs. 

8. Reuse scraps instead of          
cutting new materials
To reduce waste disposal on

construction sites, it is important to 
reuse materials as much as possible.
• Place materials that are in good

condition in another location to keep
them safe and out of the way

• Examine the reuse pile to help reduce
more waste. For example, don’t cut a
15-foot piece of lumber for a smaller
part if there are shorter pieces in a
pile.

https://esub.com/
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Subcontractors and Sustainability 
by Stephanie Schechter, Writer at Raken

F E AT U R E

Sustainability has been making 
quite the buzz in the construction 
industry as of late. From more eco-
friendly materials, to paperless field 
management, to creating buildings 
that utilize renewable energy, there 
are new ways of going green in 
construction popping up all the 
time. For subcontractors, adopting 
sustainable construction practices 
can mean a whole lot more than 
helping the planet — you’ll also 
be saving money and potentially 
winning more business.  

Saving the planet, one new 
building at a time

Construction has always been 
considered an industry with an 
enormous carbon footprint, and 
only recently that’s started to 
change. With a few adjustments, 
the construction industry is doing 
its part to go green, and with that 
comes the introduction of more 
green construction technology. 
Green construction technology 
extends far beyond the scope of 
the duration of the construction 
project. In fact, green construction 
technology is really more about the 
what than the how. 

Materials that are made by 
low-impact manufacturers help 
reduce the carbon footprint of 
a project, and by incorporating 
green technologies into a building’s 
infrastructure, it will thrive as 
an environmentally friendly 
structure for years to come. Actual 
construction tools, however, 
are also experiencing a green 
technology transformation. New 

machines create less emissions, 
and even entire trades, like 
demolition, are adopting new 
methods that leave less of an 
environmental impact. We have 
seen a steady increase in the 
amount of green construction 
projects over the last few years, and 
in 2020 that number will continue 
to rise. 

More software, less paper
Another great way for 

subcontractors to reduce their 
carbon footprint is to go paperless. 
Most of us can agree that filling 
out paperwork at the end of the 
day can be a huge hassle, and can 
take up valuable time that could 
be used to finish projects faster. 
By switching over to a paperless 
field management solution, you 
will be able to get your reporting 
done faster while saving trees. It’s a 
win-win! 

When paperwork gets lost in 
the shuffle, it can cause delays 
and end up costing you time and 
money in the long run. With digital 
reporting tools, information is 
stored online and can be accessed 
anywhere, anytime. In addition, 
a lack of proper documentation 
can lead to legal disputes down 
the line, bringing additional costs 
and potentially hurting business 
relationships. 

An eco-friendly reputation 
By embracing the use of 

sustainable materials and 
processes, subcontractors can 
actually win more bids. Some 

GCs and project owners have 
specific requirements for green 
construction, and will only accept 
bids from subs who are willing to 
follow them. And if you focus on 
sustainability and the projects you 
are bidding for don’t require green 
construction, you’re still doing your 
part to help the planet. 

How to get started
Going green doesn’t have to 

mean chaining yourself to trees or 
riding a bike to work (unless you 
want to, of course) and is easier 
than you may think. Making the 
switch to sustainability could be as 
simple as checking out what eco-
friendly materials are available for 
your trade, or trying out some new 
software. Platforms like Raken offer 
easy-to-use field management 
solutions that help subcontractors 
stay organized, on-budget, and 
on track, while also ditching the 
paperwork. By choosing to operate 
a sustainable subcontracting 
business, you can save yourself 
time and money, do your part 
to help the earth, and win more 
business. 

Raken provides mobile-first 
technology to streamline field 
workflows for the construction 
industry. Through its intuitive 
platform, Raken connects the field 
to the office with daily reports, 
toolbox talks, photo management, 
production tracking and more. To 
get started with Raken, sign up for 
a  free 15 day trial.

https://www.rakenapp.com/
https://www.rakenapp.com/
https://home.howstuffworks.com/home-improvement/construction/green/what-is-green-demolition.htm
https://www.rakenapp.com/features/daily-reports
https://www.rakenapp.com/features/daily-reports
https://www.rakenapp.com/
https://www.rakenapp.com/register
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Collaboration Is Key to Building our Future 
by John Buescher, Central Region President, McCarthy Building Companies

F E AT U R E

You can’t drive around most cities 
these days without noticing the cranes, 
bulldozers and other visible signs of a 
healthy, growing economy. 

From the dramatic transformation taking 
place on many university campuses, to the 
ambitious expansions of airports, hospitals 
and research institutions, the U.S. is in the 
midst of an exciting economic revival.

Of course, none of these projects 
would be possible without close, ongoing 
collaboration among a team of expert 
contributors that include subcontractors, 
specialty consultants, on-site craft 
workers, and teams of architects and 
engineers. Most commercial construction 
projects bear the fingerprints of numerous 
design and construction businesses of all 
sizes and areas of expertise. 

As a general contractor and construction 
manager, McCarthy relies heavily on 
talented project partners to deliver every 
assignment. At Washington University in 
St. Louis, for example, our team relied on 
more than 60 subcontractors employing 
more than 650 workers to deliver a $360 
million project that encompassed eight 
different components—from new buildings 
to an expansive new park.  

Though collaboration is not always easy 
or conflict-free, when we bring together 
specialized skills and diverse perspectives, 
construction projects have the best 
possible opportunity for a successful 
outcome. 

Working together is also key to 
expanding the pipeline of construction 
talent so we can effectively address the 
growing labor shortage. Without question, 
our collective success depends on our 
ability to attract the skilled construction 
workforce that will build the next 
generation of hospitals, schools, research 
facilities, hotels, office buildings, and 
infrastructure that will shape the future of 
every region.

Building the pipeline of construction 
workers begins by reaching out to 
elementary, middle-school and high-
school students to introduce them 
to potential construction careers. It’s 
important to expose these young men 

and women to the many facets of the 
construction trades — from electrical and 
plumbing work to carpentry and general 
construction. We need to convey that 
construction is a gratifying career where 
individuals can earn an excellent living 
while bringing real value to the community. 
As you already know, there’s nothing better 
than driving by a project and knowing you 
had a hand in building it.

Small construction businesses, in 
particular, are vital to building a strong 
local construction community. Helping 
small businesses thrive enhances 
McCarthy’s ability to deliver high-quality, 
competitively priced expertise to our 
clients. In fact, having a diverse community 
of qualified industry partners nurtures 
creativity that leads to better solutions. 

 With over 90 percent of all construction 
companies defined as small businesses, 
these enterprises are the heart and 
soul of the construction industry. Small 
businesses create the majority of jobs 
in this country, and they typically do 
it within their own neighborhoods. 
Entrepreneurship changes the lives of 
people and strengthens underserved 
communities by providing employment 
and building more vibrant neighborhoods.

McCarthy’s commitment to nurturing 

the next generation of construction 
businesses reflects an overall goal to 
strengthen local building expertise and 
resources. By working with a variety of 
small businesses, we help increase their 
capacity, which benefits every contractor 
looking for qualified trade partners. 
When local businesses thrive, it positively 
impacts the overall quality of construction 
work happening across a region.

It can be tempting to point to examples 
of how cities lack cohesion and don’t 
always connect their assets, but I’m truly 
proud to be part of an industry where the 
exact opposite is true. 

Collaboration is foundational to our 
future success, and all of us should 
embrace opportunities to build bridges 
whenever we can. At the end of the day, we 
are all part of the same team. 

John Buescher, president, Central 
Region for McCarthy Building Companies, 
Inc., oversees operations across a 30-state 
region from the Midwest to the Atlantic 
Ocean. McCarthy is the oldest privately 
held national construction company and is 
ranked the 12th largest domestic building 
contractor (Engineering News-Record, 
May 2019). More information is available at 
www.mccarthy.com 

about:blank
about:blank
http://www.mccarthy.com/
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What Is the MCAA’s publication * Change Orders * 
Productivity * Overtime a Primer for the Construction 
Industry?

F E AT U R E

Since its inception in the late 1800s, the 
Mechanical Contractors Association of 
America, Inc. (MCAA) has been a leader in 
educational publications and seminars for 
its members.  These educational materials 
and seminars covered a wide range of 
subject matter including site safety, work 
planning, change order management, 
accounting and labor monitoring and 
control systems. In the late 1960s, MCAA 
member firms began to recognize the 
concept of loss of labor productivity 
caused by changes in scope, disruptions to 
the flow of the work, unplanned stacking 
of trades, overtime schedules and similar 
issues over which the contractor may have 
little or no control.  

This realization led MCAA’s Management 
Methods Committee to introduce a set 
of productivity impact guidelines for 
contractors to apply when estimating a 
possible loss of labor productivity not 
caused by the mechanical or plumbing 
contractor.  These were MCAA’s “Factors 
Affecting Labor Productivity,” which were 
first published in 1971 and have remained 
unchanged and in publication since 
that time.  However, many MCAA firm 
executives asked for a comprehensive 
user’s manual for the MCAA Factors that 
would include a discussion of the concept 
of loss of labor productivity.

In 1999, Mr. Paul Stynchcomb, CCM, 
PSP, CFCC, a testifying expert in the areas 
of project scheduling, delay analysis and 
loss of labor productivity and principal 
of Vero Construction Consultants Corp, 
offered to draft such a user’s manual.  
That writing began the evolution of the 
current publication.  Approximately every 
two years, a new instructive chapter 
is added to the publication.  Usually, 
the impetus for the new subject matter 
arises as a result of a request from an 
MCAA member firm executive.  At the 
outset of this new publication in 1999, Mr. 
Stynchcomb set the pattern of enjoining 
noted industry experts, senior construction 
firm executives and construction attorneys 
as co-authors or peer reviewers.  Every 

chapter in the publication has industry 
executives and professionals as peer 
reviewers who ensure that the content 
and data are correct, reasonable 
and applicable to the current state 
of construction management and 
construction law.   Prominent construction 
attorneys such as Lawrence Prosen, 
Douglas Patin, Robert Cox, Robert Windus, 
Roger Jones, Henry Danforth, Charles 
Mitchell and Michael Loulakis have either 
co-authored or served as peer reviewers 
for each chapter in the current edition.

The subject matter is broad, including 
change order accounting and presentation, 
timely notification of impacts, CPM 
schedule development and updating, 
schedule delay analysis, cumulative 
impact, concurrent delay, maintaining 
control of labor productivity, labor hour 
tracking and trending, how to develop a 
measured mile labor analysis, the use of 
the MCAA Factors, the effects of overtime 
on labor productivity and how to develop 
and present a construction claim. These 
subjects are covered in detail with sample 
letters, forms for labor and schedule 
control, step-by-step descriptions of 
how to document and quantify time and 
labor productivity impacts and other 
detailed management guidance on claims 
avoidance and claims preparation.  This 
publication has been prepared with the 
mindset that the most effective way to 
avoid construction claims and costly 
litigation is to maintain reliable records and 
to read, understand and comply with the 
terms and conditions of the contract.

With the formal endorsement of 
the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning 
Contractors’ National Association 
(SMACNA) and the National Electrical 
Contractors Association (NECA) 
and the full support of the American 
Subcontractors Association (ASA), this 
publication has evolved to include subject 
matter that is relevant to a broad range of 
trades.  While not every trade can apply 
the technical data in the same manner 
as a mechanical, plumbing, electrical or 

sheet metal contractor, there is a broad 
range of material that can be applied in 
a wide variety of construction settings.  
For instance, virtually all construction 
projects utilize production schedules and 
the subcontracts that ASA member firms 
execute usually have strict provisions for 
impact notification and quantification.  The 
MCAA’s publication contains insights on 
how to understand these contract terms 
and how to prepare an industry standard 
notice letter and schedule impact analysis.  
For labor intensive subcontractors, the 
publication contains vital information on 
how to track and trend field craft labor 
during the course of construction and 
what to look for in cases where labor 
expenditures exceed the project budget.  

The publication has been written for 
construction executives, project and 
construction managers, engineers, 
superintendents, estimators and 
accountants to provide valuable guidelines 
and data that can assist in better managing 
field labor, monitoring and controlling 
schedules, and adhering to contract 
requirements for notice and quantification 
of schedule and labor productivity impacts. 
In the end, the publication’s goal is to 
improve company profitability and avoid 
costly claims and litigation.
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Looking for Your Next Employee? Go Back to High School.
by Jenny Harris, Writer, ASA Communications Team

F E AT U R E

Many of today’s construction 
companies are dealing with an 
aging workforce.  These seasoned, 
experienced employees are the 
backbone of the company, but when the 
time comes for them to retire, the work 
still needs to be completed.  Looking to 
employees in their 30’s and 40’s seems 
like the next logical step, but who will 
replace them one day?  They will soon 
be the next group to retire, but there are 
fewer and fewer workers coming up the 
ladder.

Does this issue sound like your 
current business situation? The answer 
may be one you haven’t considered; go 
back to high school.  

Often the tendency for companies 
looking to attract young employees is to 
head to their local college or university, 
as that is where the future workforce is 
concentrated. Yet by the time a student 
is in college, they have invested time 
and money to be there, and thus college 
students may not be as open to new 
“out of the box” opportunities presented 
to them. There is another future leader 
opportunity available if companies 
are willing to reach out to students 
just a few years younger.  High school 
students are still learning about their 
career options, and companies have the 
opportunity to show them an alternative 
to military or college.

One company working with high 
school students in the Houston area is 
Karsten Interiors.  This past year they 
have developed a Workforce Education 
Committee to partner with high schools 
to bring awareness to the careers within 
the trades, specifically construction 
careers. They have begun by focusing 
on Career & Technical Education (CTE) 
schools or schools with an existing 
construction program, especially near 
their job sites.

Most high schools are incredibly open 
to local companies and businesses 

coming in and working with students 
to educate them about potential career 
paths. Have you thought about reaching 
out to those schools in your area to 
see what partnering opportunities 
are available? Use career fairs and 
demonstrations to bring hands-on 
activities to the students, and don’t be 
afraid to make it fun!  Something as 
simple as a competition to see how fast 
they can put together a hard hat will be 
a memorable takeaway from that career 
fair.

High school students are constantly 
incorporating the newest technologies 
into their lives. Students will be inspired 
by virtual reality and other training 
tools. Simulators that show what it’s 
like to operate an excavator or crane 
can be fascinating to a fifteen year old 
who is just learning to drive. Capture 
that excitement and be prepared for a 
student to ask how they can learn more.

Another incredible opportunity that 
many high schools embrace, is for 
companies to bring OSHA 10 and OSHA 
30 classes into the schools. Planning 
those classes depends on the schedule 
of both school and instructor and would 
need to be discussed ahead of time. 
OSHA 10 could be two five-hour classes 
or five two-hour classes. 

Most schools welcome that kind of 
addition to their curriculum, especially 
the CTE schools. Once a student has 
their OSHA card, that data is entered 
into OSHA’s national database.  It is not 
uncommon for a high schooler to arrive 
at a summer job site with their OSHA 
card in hand, and those students will 
never forget the company that helped 
make that happen. OSHA 10 may not be 
the most exciting class for sixteen year 
old students, but bringing out someone 
to do a hands-on demonstration such as 
a drywall demo will show them the uses 
that their certification provides.

While it may be beneficial to go to the 
schools and talk about the construction 
industry, bringing students to job sites 
can have an incredible impact on those 
teenagers. Not only do they see the 
exciting and incredibly skilled work 
being done, but it allows them to see 
the wide variety of post-high school 
options out there. Outfit the students 
in safety gear, bring in your safety 
superintendent to talk to them, and then 
let them see what all you do on a job 
site.  

There are steps that need to be taken, 
both by the school and the construction 
company, to make these visits happen. 
Coordinating schedules, getting 
permission slips all take time, but it will 
be an experience that those students 
will never forget. Karsten Interiors has 
found that some of those students later 
come to work for them over the 
summer, which is a crucial first step in 
attracting that young student to a career 
in the construction industry.

As anyone who has spent time 
with high school students knows, 
they are incredibly observant. They 
take in everything. Often something 
as simple as pulling into a job site on 
a school bus and noticing that the 
employee parking lot is filled with nice 
new trucks is evidence enough that a 
career in construction is a lucrative one. 
Those details may never cross the job 
foreman’s mind when planning the high 
school job visit, but the students will 
notice. Don’t be afraid to encourage the 
current workforce to show their own 
children that they make a good salary 
and have a solid career. They have 
firsthand knowledge of just how solid 
the industry is.

When working to attract today’s 
high school students, look around your 
community for potential partners in 
this effort. Embrace the opportunities 
to work with your fellow companies in 



your area to attract high schoolers to 
the trades. While one company may 
primarily work with drywall, partnering 
with the electrician a mile away shows 
that working in “construction” is 
actually a multi-faceted industry, in 
which everyone can find their niche. 
Many companies may hesitate and 
see these businesses as competition.  

Partnering together to reach your 
next workforce isn’t about competing 
for talent, but more about putting a 
wonderful spotlight on the construction 
industry. Companies with different 
specialties are often on the same 
project; show the teenagers that.

Companies can work together to 
bring today’s high schoolers into this 

incredibly rewarding industry. The next 
generation is ready to learn what their 
career options are.  It is up to us to step 
up and show them.

Jenny Harris is a writer with ASA's 
Communication Team. She lives in 
Ellicott City, Maryland, with her 
husband and two sons.
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Karsten Interiors hosts site tours for several high school groups per year at some of the construction sites in Santa Fe. 
Sturdy shoes are required, along with other safety gear.



Trusted by:

Built for 
the Field

rakenapp.com

Top: Daily Reports   
Middle: Timecards   

Bottom: Toolbox Talks

That means your crews will actually use 
it: no more expensive software sitting 
idle. With Raken, you’ll get visibility into 
what’s happening on your projects with 
summaries, budgeted hours, progress 
tracking, and a data analytics dashboard. 
Each Raken daily report is completely 
searchable so you’ll have the backup you 
need should litigation arise. 

Email Demo@Rakenapp.com to get started. 

Schedule a demo



Payment Clauses: What to Watch For and 
How to Negotiate Them 
Tuesday, February 11, 2020
12 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Eastern / 9 a.m. Pacific

Join Michael Oster, President of Gemba Technologies and 
former Chief Information Officer of McCarthy, as he dives into 
four areas of technology that subcontractor executives should 
focus on in 2020. 
He’ll help you understand your current tech landscape 
and uncover how any challenges might be impacting your 
business. Mike will take you through how technology can 
help you mitigate risk for your business. Finally he’ll give 
you some quick and practical takeaways to put into practice 
immediately

What to expect: 
• Review Challenges Facing Today’s Subcontractors
• Potential Impact of Challenges
• Review Technology’s Role to Mitigate
• Practical Approach for Key Focus Areas in 2020

Click here to register. 

What Contractors and Subcontractors Need to 
Know About Integrated Project Delivery
Tuesday, April 14, 2020
12 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Eastern / 9 a.m. Pacific
Presenter: Kevin G. Amadio, Esquire

IPD, in which Owner/Developers, Design Professionals, 
Contractors and Subcontractors agree in advance to work 
collaboratively in the design and construction process 
is becoming more commonplace in the Philadelphia 
construction marketplace. Kevin Amadio, a Kaplin Stewart 
partner, will discuss many of the practical and legal changes 
that come with the IPD process, and his experience using 
IPD. Join the webinar and learn about how IPD affects your 
role and responsibilities on a construction project. 

Click here to register.

Coming Up
in the February 2020

Issue of ASA’s

Theme: 

2020 to 2030— 
Where Will We Be?

• Using Value-added,
Pre-paid Cards for Per Diem

• Construction Trends for the
Coming Decade

• Nine Megatrends to Watch

Look for your  
issue in February.

To access past issues  
of The Contractor’s Compass, 

please click here.

For questions about  
subscribing, please contact: 

communications@asa-hq.com

TH
E

Complimentary Webinars
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AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION
SUBCONTRACTORS

TM

What Contractors and Subcontractors Need to Know About Integrated Project Delivery
What Contractors and Subcontractors Need to Know About Integrated Project Delivery
https://contractorscompass.org/
mailto:communications@asa-hq.com
https://www.asaonline.com/eweb/


Welcome!
There are always a number of good reasons why everyone 
should join us for our annual convention, but this year’s 
SUBExcel 2020, which will take place March 4-7, 2020, 
at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, NV, will offer something 
special:

high-energy speakers;
top-notch business education workshops;
networking opportunities, including the ASA President’s 
Welcome Reception, top golf, networking breaks, and 
the Final Reception and Awards Ceremony; and
luxury accommodations located on the fabulous 
Las Vegas Strip within walking distance to many 
major attractions.

SUBExcel 2020 promises to be the single event of 
the year that you won’t want to miss! Registrants are 
encouraged to arrive in Las Vegas in time to attend the 
ASA President’s Welcome Reception on Wednesday, 
March 4. The convention will kick off the next morning 
and will continue through the Final Reception and Awards 
Ceremony on Friday evening, with programming concluding 
Saturday, March 7.

Don’t miss it! Online registration is now available!

Sincerely,

Anthony J. Brooks
2019-20 ASA President



M O N E Y - B A C K  G U A R A N T E E

ASA will offer a money back for any 
new attendee who does not feel that he 
or she received value in the SUBExcel 
Convention. This will apply to anyone 
who has not attended SUBExcel in the 
last three years. Providing the attendee 
attends all the education events and 
organized events, we will offer a full 
refund of their registration fee if they 
are not fully satisfied!  

Room Rate:  $152 weekdays / $211 weekend
To easily book reservations online, use the below link. 
Reservations must be made by February 7, 2020.   

Click here to book your hotel room today! 

For guests who prefer to phone in their reservations, 
they may call the Reservation Center at 866-227-5944  
to secure a reservation in our group block. 

The name of the group is listed as “ASA SUBExcel 
Conference.” Callers may also use the group code 
“SCASA0” to identify the group, . 

T H E  V E N U E

3570 Las Vegas Blvd., Las Vegas, NV 89109

*  *  *  P L E A S E  M A K E  Y O U R  R E S E R V A T I O N S  O N L I N E  *  *  *

REGISTER AT SUBE XCEL .COM4

https://book.passkey.com/go/SCASA0
https://asa.events.idloom.com/subexcel2020/register


S C H E D U L E

Wednesday March 4

9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Finance Committee Meeting

12:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Registration Open

2:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Board Meeting

3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Exhibitors Set-Up

6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
President’s Welcome Reception 
with Exhibitors

Thursday March 5

7:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Registration Open

8:00 AM to 8:30 AM
Breakfast

8:30 AM to 9:45 AM
Opening General Session & 
Keynote Speaker: Martha Ann 
Marley, “Economic Update”

10:00 AM to 11:15 AM
Contractor Education Workshop: 
Dr. Perry Daneshgari & 
Dr. Heather Moore, “The 
Industrialization of Construction”

10:00 AM to 11:15 AM
ED Council Meeting

11:30 AM to 12:45 PM
Lunch

1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Free Time and Exhibitor Break 
Down

1:15 PM to 2:00 PM
Board Liaison and ED “Meet & 
Greet”

1:45 PM 
Top Golf departure

2:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Top Golf Networking Activity

Friday March 6

7:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Registration Open

7:30 AM to 8:30 AM
Breakfast and Speaker: Chris 
Singleton, “Overcoming the 
Unthinkable Adversity and 
Uniting our Cities”

8:45 AM to 10:00 AM
Government Relations 
Committee: Mike Oscar
Open to all attendees

10:15 AM to 11:30 AM
Contractor Education 
Workshop: Martha Ann Marley, 
“Downstream Trend of Risk 
Transfer”

10:15 AM to 11:30 AM
Executive Director Education: 
Hillary Marsh, “Content Strategy 
for Associations: Communicating 
More Effectively”

11:30 AM to 12:45 PM
ASA Annual Business Meeting & 
Lunch

1:00 PM to 5:00 PM
ED SHARE! 

1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Contractor Education Workshop: 
Stephane McShane, “Change 
Order Management to 
Minimizing the Risk for Lost 
Margin”

1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
SLDF Meeting 

2:15 PM to 3:15 PM
Contractor Education Panel: 
Negotiating Better Contracts

3:30 PM to 4:30 PM
Contractor Education Workshop: 
Steve Antill, “Mapping the 
Dark: Creating a Unified 
Business Strategy to Plan for the 
Unknown”

6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Final Reception and Awards 
Ceremony for All Attendees

Saturday March 7

7:30 AM to 1:00 PM
Registration Open

9:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Attorneys’ Council Meeting

5:30 PM
SLDF Fundraiser and Rat Pack 
Show

5



Martha-Ann Marley
“Economic Update”

This presentation will focus on our economic forecast and how 
to profitably maneuver through the next cycle.

“Downstream Trend of Risk Transfer” 
This seminar will explore implications of the downstream risk 
transfer trend and how the Subcontractor can mitigate these 
risks through Principles, Process and People.

About the Speaker
Marley serves as speaker and teacher at 
commercial construction seminars and 
conferences throughout the country. She 
has authored articles for publications on 
a wide range of topics designed to help 
contractors achieve and maintain maximum 
profitability. 

M.A. Surety is a surety agency and consultancy for the
commercial construction industry located in Mooresville, North 
Carolina. Founder and President, Martha-Ann Marley, is a North 
Carolina native and graduate of N.C. State University. She began 
her career with a national insurance company as a commercial 
bond underwriter and has since held various management and 
executive level positions in the industry.

Please visit www.masuretycorp.com  for additional information. 

Dr. Perry Daneshgari & Dr. Heather Moore
“Industrialization of Construction”  
In this presentation, “The Industrialization of Construction” 
Dr. Perry Daneshgari and Dr. Heather Moore will discuss why 
industrialization is happening and the signals to look for, what 
industrialization is and how it happens in other industries, as well 
as what the outcomes will be and what to do to get ready.

About the Speakers
Dr. Perry Daneshgari 
created MCA, Inc. in 
1990 with services 
focused on 
implementing process 
and product 
development, waste 
reduction and 

productivity improvement of labor, project management, 
estimation, accounting and customer care. Some of the industries 
that have benefited from his expertise are construction (electrical, 
mechanical and general contractors), banking, automotive 
(product development and manufacturing), medical, healthcare, 
and insurance organizations. MCA, Inc. has worked with various 
national and international companies all over the globe. MCA, 
Inc.’s experience is available and applicable to companies of all 
sizes and industries.

Dr. Heather Moore is the Vice President of Operations for 
MCA, Inc.  She also serves as the Vice Chair of ASTM Building 
Economic Subcommittee E06.81.  She completed her PhD in 

Construction Management at Michigan State University, and has 
co-authored with Dr. Perry Daneshgari multiple publications on 
the construction industry.

Chris Singleton
“Overcoming the Unthinkable Adversity  
and Uniting our Cities” 
Chris Singleton is a former minor league professional baseball 
player drafted by the Chicago Cubs. Over the last four years 
Chris has traveled the country giving keynote speeches and has 
presented to 54 organizations in the 2019 calendar year alone. 

About the Speaker 
Chris has also spread his message through 
various different media outlets and has been 
featured on ESPN’s E:60, Sports Illustrated 
magazine, CNN, and The Today Show. In 
2019 Chris was featured in the documentary, 
Emanuel that produced by NBA All-Star 
Steph Curry and Academy Award winning 

actress Viola Davis. Chris’ mother, Sharonda Coleman Singleton 
was murdered in a race related mass shooting at Mother Emanuel 
AME church here in Downtown Charleston, South Carolina on 
June 17, 2015. Chris inspired this city and the nation by forgiving 
the man who murdered his mother and stating that “Love is 
stronger than hate.”

Mike Oscar 
“Government Relations Committee” — open to all attendees 
presented by Mike Oscar
Open to all attendees.

About the Speaker
Michael T. Oscar is a managing partner at 
Gray and Oscar, LLC, a firm with more than 
three decades of combined Capitol Hill 
experience. Prior to this partnership, Mr. 
Oscar worked in the public sector for twelve 
years, most recently as senior legislative 
and political staff to  U.S. Sen. Arlen Specter, 

where he worked for eight years. His tenure as Congressional 
staff has spanned both Republican and Democratic offices, 
giving Mr. Oscar a unique set of contacts and networks to access 
on behalf of his clients.

Mr. Oscar’s diverse political experience began as a Deputy 
Political Director to Congressman Borski and continued as a 
policy analyst for Governor Edward Rendell’s first gubernatorial 
race. While serving on Sen. Specter’s staff, Mr. Oscar served as 
his Central Pennsylvania Political Director during his 2004 
campaign and continued as his Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Political Director in his 2010 campaign. Additionally, Mr. Oscar 
served as Campaign Manager for Congressman Michael 
Fitzpatrick in 2006.

Beyond his Capitol Hill experience, Mr. Oscar held assignments 
with the Naval Surface Warfare Center’s Carderock Division, the 
U.S. District Court, the U.S. Department of State’s Office of the 
Legal Advisor, the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., and 
currently serves on the Franklin Institute’s Board of 
Governmental Affairs.

S P E A K E R S
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Hilary Marsh
“Content Strategy for Associations: Communicating 
More Effectively”

Content is what connects an association to its members. In 
fact, content is an essential part of the value that your association 
provides. But in these busy times, it’s all too easy for members 
to miss out on your content, and pass up opportunities to get 
involved. That’s when they wonder whether the organization is 
providing enough value to keep their membership.

This session will illustrate what successful content looks like 
for associations, how to create it, and how to do more with the 
content you already have. It will include real-life stories about 
associations that brought content forward and how that led 
to greater member satisfaction, higher retention rates, and 
improvements to their profession.

About the Speaker
Hilary Marsh is President and Chief 
Strategist of Content Company, a content 
and digital strategy consultancy. She helps 
associations, nonprofit organizations, and 
corporations get better results from their 
content by improving practices for content 
creation, governance, management, and 

promotion. Content Company’s clients include the American Bar 
Association, American Medical Association, Endocrine Society, 
Institute of Food Technologists, Million Dollar Round Table, 
National Association of Convenience and Fuel Retailing, and the 
National Association of Corrosion Engineers.

Stephane McShane
“Change Order Management - Minimizing the Risk 
for Lost Margin”

Effective change order management can dramatically reduce a 
subcontractor’s risk and increase productivity. This session will 
explore the change order process from a subcontractor’s view 
point and provide participants with hands-on in recognizing, 
scoping, pricing, and negotiating change orders, culminating in a 
mock negotiation where can immediately practice the skills they 
have learned. 
 Learning Objectives:
• How to properly notify owners and and general contractors

of changed conditions to reserve your rights
• How to scope, price, and sell a change order
• Negotiation strategies to maximize outcomes

About the Speaker
Stephane McShane is a Director at Maxim 
Consulting Group responsible for the 
evaluation and implementation processes 
with our clients. Stephane works with 
construction related firms of all sizes to 
evaluate business practices and assist with 
management challenges. With a large depth 

of experience working in the construction industry, Stephane is 
keenly aware of the business and, most specifically, operational 

challenges that firms face. Her areas of expertise include: 
Leadership development, executive coaching, organizational 
assessments, strategic planning, project execution, business 
development, productivity improvement, and training programs. 
Stephane is an internationally recognized speaker, mentor, 
author, and teacher. Her ability to motivate, inspire, and create 
confidence among your work groups is extremely rare and very 
effective.

Stephane possesses the rare combination of talent from being 
in the field as an apprentice, electrician, foreman, then working 
her way through each operational chair within a successful 
electrical construction firm. Her ability and drive defined her to be 
“best in class” at each position held. This talent is what makes 
her tremendously effective at operational and organizational 
assessments today. She has successfully conquered every 
operational position from being an estimating trainee through 
executive management. She has built, trained, and led her teams 
to become the undisputed leaders in their markets. She is able to 
quickly identify organizational positives and negatives and assess 
appropriate action steps and throughputs. 

Steve Antill
“Mapping the Dark: Creating a Unified Business Strategy to 
Plan for the Unknown”

Current signs point to a coming downturn in the industry, but 
that doesn’t mean that you have to sit around in the dark waiting 
for it happen. Even in the face of uncertainty, you can start taking 
the steps to set the course for sustained success. In this 
presentation, we’ll shine a light on how surrounding yourself with 
the right people, nailing down your processes and putting the 
right IT plan in action can future-proof your business and allow 
you to thrive in any economic climate.

About the Speaker
As vice president of business development, 
Steve Antill is responsible for strategic 
market planning, as well as continual 
revenue and new business growth, 
for the Foundation Software and 
Payroll4Construction.com family of 
companies. 

Steve invests most of his time in building relationships 
across the construction industry with contractors, CPA firms, 
associations and technology partners. In this way, he bridges the 
companies’ sales, marketing and product development teams 
with the most up-to-date industry trends and client needs. Over 
20+ years, he’s led more than 1,000 software selections and 
implementations for contractors of all sizes and trades. 

Starting with Foundation Software in 1999 in marketing and 
sales, Steve eventually transitioned into FOUNDATION‘s real-
world use as a client services representative and field trainer. 
After successfully establishing Foundation’s West Coast 
operations, Steve later returned to lead the company’s sales 
department and received an appointment to the executive team 
in 2017. In his current role, Steve specializes in pairing contractors 
with new technology that can fill the gaps in their business needs.
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SPONSOR SHIPS AND E X HIBI TOR SPACE AVAIL ABLE .  REGISTER TODAY. 10

STRAIGHT FLUSH SPONSOR

PAIR OF ACES SPONSORS

FULL HOUSE SPONSOR

TWO PAIR SPONSORS

https://asa.events.idloom.com/subexcel2020


ASADVANTAGE PARTICIPATING PROVIDERS

ASAdvantage
2019-2020 Program
AMERICANS SUBCONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, INC.

AN AFFINIT Y PROGRAM OF SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS & 
BENEFITS FOR ASA MEMBERS

WWW. ASAONLINE.COM
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SUBCONTRACTORS 
LEGAL DEFENSE 

FUND

D E F E N D I N G  O U R  F U T U R E

ASA's SLDF supports critical legal activities in precedent-
setting cases to protect the interests of all subcontractors.

FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE 
CONSTRUCTION SUBCONTRACTOR 

COMMUNITY NATIONWIDE

ASA underwrites the legal costs of filing "friend-of-the-court" briefs to inform 

the Court regarding the broader impact of relevant cases throughout the 

country. We have won dozens of these cases since 1997, vindicating 

subcontractor rights today and into the future!

http://www.sldf.net


WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
Funding YOUR Legal Defense

Each year, courts across the country hand down hundreds of decisions on federal 
and state laws, as well as court-made or "case" law, that apply to subcontractors' 
businesses. Many of the decisions impacting subcontractors interpret the 
contract provisions of subcontract agreements—provisions like pay-if-paid, hold-
harmless, duty-to-defend, and no-damages-for-delay. Some of these decisions 
are precedent-setting and carry significance for subcontractors across state 
lines.
 

ASA's Subcontractors Legal Defense Fund supports ASA's critical legal 

activities in precedent-setting cases to protect the interests of all 

subcontractors. ASA taps the SLDF to fund amicus curiae, or "friend-of-the-

court," briefs in appellate-level cases that would have a significant impact on 

subcontractor rights.

 

From its inception, the SLDF has been involved in many landmark decisions, 
starting with its first case in 1997, Wm. R. Clarke Corporation v. Safeco Ins., 
which prohibited pay-if-paid clauses in California.

To make a contribution to this vital fund, visit http://www.sldf.net or 
send an email to soscar@asa-hq.com for more information!

Your financial support keeps the 
SLDF in operation -

PLEASE DONATE TODAY

American Subcontractors Association
1004 Duke Street | Alexandria, VA 22314

703.684.3450

http://www.sldf.net



